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Introduce myself and say thank you for the opportunity to speak



Who are IAM RoadSmart

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IAM RoadSmart are the leading road safety charity in the UKWe were formed back in 1956 and have been striving for safer roads and better drivers ever since.We advise and help both businesses and private drivers, making us the go to people to talk road safety with in the UK



   

     

    
     

The 5 key things the IAM is known for

• The go-to body for insight on human factors in 
road safety

• An organisation which responds to the needs of 
Road Users

• Expert advisors on how technology and driving 
aids will enhance and support driving skills

• The leading provider of high – quality, 
independent post – test training for drivers and 
riders

• A charity which has been driving road safety for 
60 years

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IAM RoadSmart represent road users at government level and are often called upon to advise on changes to policy.93,000 members



Pedestrian Safety in the UK
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Presentation Notes
Filler slide – introducing pedestrian safety in the UK



   

     

    
     

UK fatalities by road user type

• In 2015 there were a total of 1730 people killed 
on our roads.

• 409 of these were pedestrians

• 8% less than in 2014

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide to show the level of fatalities on UK roads 409 pedestrians killed which is 8% lower than 2014 but still 409 too many



   

     

    
     

Pedestrian facts

• October to March are the higher months for 
pedestrian deaths

• Urban areas are where most pedestrians are 
killed or injured

• Pedestrians hit on rural roads are more likely 
to die

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide to show the level of fatalities on UK roads 409 pedestrians killed which is 8% lower than 2014 but still 409 too manyRural roads – more likely to die



   

     

    
     

Why are pedestrians killed?

• Crossing the road masked by stationary vehicle

• Failed to look properly

• Misjudged speed or path of vehicle 

• Misusing crossing

• Impaired by alcohol or drugs

• Careless or in a hurry

• Wearing dark clothing and not being seen at night

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of the main reasons pedestrians are killed on UK roads



   

     

    
     

Male or Female – who is most at 
Risk?

Pedestrians make up 24% of all road deaths

Almost equal split between male and female

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Peak between primary to secondary school 



   

     

    
     

Where do we rank on Pedestrian 
safety in Europe?

The UK has a 
peak in figures 
when children 
change from 
primary to 
secondary school

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Peak between primary to secondary school 0430.86France and Sweden are leading the way in adolescent road safety



Ways to cross the road
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Presentation Notes
Filler slide – introducing pedestrian safety in the UK



   

     

    
     

How do Pedestrians cross the road

• In the UK we have 5 main different types of crossings

Puffin

Zebra

Toucan Pelican Equestrian 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mention Tactile pavingRevolving button Sensors for crossingWhere the lights are on a pelican crossingLocal groups get involved in campaigning for different types of crossing to be installed



   

     

    
     

How do Pedestrians cross the road

• We also have traffic islands and school crossing patrols



   

     

    
     

Keeping pedestrians safe and 
traffic flowing

• Very busy areas may have subways and footbridges



Pedestrian Safety in the UK
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Presentation Notes
Filler slide – introducing pedestrian safety in the UK



   

     

    
     

Pedestrian Safety

Barriers guiding 
pedestrians to a 
dedicated crossing 
point

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of guardrail is to guide pedestrians to safer crossing points, on busy roads. It is also guides the visually impaired, and is used as a stability aid by people with poor balance.But can raise traffic speed and causes fun



   

     

    
     

What do we do in the UK to help 
protect pedestrians

Tactile paving helps the blind 
or partially sighted to feel 
where to cross the road 

The change in colour and feel 
can also indicate to other road 
users where there is a crossing 
point.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tactile paving – we have different types BlisterBlister paving is used for two different purposes, functioning as a navigational guide for visually impaired pedestrians to help users locate, operate and cross at:• Controlled crossings• Uncontrolled crossingsCorduroyshould be used to identify specific hazardous situations for pedestrians including top and bottom of stepsLadder and tramlineladder and tramline paving should be used to delineate between segregated cycle and pedestrian surfaces on a shared use route. Lozengelozenge paving should be used at tram stops on the open street.



   

     

    
     

Encouraging space for all

20 zones are meant to help road 
users share the space, encouraging 
more walking and cycling

Just changing signs is not enough 
there needs to be other traffic 
calming measures to get driver to 
slow down and pay more attention 



Local Government – What do 
they do for road safety?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Filler slide – central government legislate but local government decide what projects they are going to implement for road safety



   

     

    
     

Local councils and charities provide 
leaflets and training for children

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just some of local schemes and safety campaigns Local authority have a requirement to run road safety campaigns and the fire service



   

     

    
     

Can street lighting make 
pedestrians feel safer?

Installing specific pedestrian lighting 

• This has a great effect on perceptions 
of place; direct lighting of the footway 
and makes the street feel welcoming.

• Also reduces crime and ‘fear of crime’.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After having the largest rise of any of the road user groups in 2014, pedestrian casualties have now fallen back down to around the 2013 level. A total of 409 pedestrians were killed in reported road traffic accidents in 2015, down from 446 in 2014, and just above the low of 398 in 2013.



   

     

    
     

Shared space 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Positive findings from a safety point of viewIn Kensington London , This was partly stripped of signs, railings and clutter. Bike refuges were put down the centre to encourage people to linger in the roadway and junctions were raised. Pedestrians now wander at will, slowing the traffic and rendering the neighbourhood people-friendly. There has been a 60 per cent drop in accidents and a relative pick-up in retail lettings.Shared space, or "naked streets", is a concept still little understood by a British public steeped in the old religion of urban traffic. This holds that road space is for vehicles alone, their drivers being, by definition, irresponsible, stupid, selfish zombies whose safe driving can be assured only by physical barriers, lights, signs, road marks and highway codes. Potential victims - that is, other road users - must be corralled and caged along congested sidewalks in what is an iniquitous allocation of space.



   

     

    
     

Shared space

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shared spaces The transport guru, John Adams of UCL, is a follower of the Dutch engineer Hans Monderman, progenitor of a traffic revolution. He stands conventional theory on its head. "Shared space assumes a road user who is responsible, alert and responsive to evidence of safety or danger." It assumes that the number of drivers who wish deliberately to run down strangers is minimal and uses the design of streets to help them not do so, mainly through ensuring eye contact. Most accidents occur when drivers are distracted by signs, notably traffic lights. "Shared space," says Adams, "deliberately creates uncertainty as to who has the right of way, letting road users work it out for themselves in a civilised fashion.“Pedestrian areas are distinguished from those to be used by vehicles by black iron drainage channel covers and raised and ribbed ‘corduroy-effect’ tactile strips. These also help warn blind and partially sighted people underfoot that they are moving into or out of vehicle-free areas. The markings run along each side of Exhibition Road, about four yards out from buildings helping to delineate the areas for pedestrians, and those for vehicles.Cars are slowed by a 20mph speed limit and planners expect traffic to reduce by nearly a third.Tall, sleek street lighting masts have been designed to complement the grand buildings of Exhibition Road.The continuously flat surface also improves access, particularly for those using wheelchairs, push chairs and motorised buggies. ’The psychology of this scheme is fascinating. Experience seems to show that when you dedicate space to traffic and control it with signs and green traffic lights, motorists develop a claim on it. It becomes ‘my space.’ Drivers become annoyed if people move into it.'They get angry if a mother pushing a buggy moves across the crossing just as the lights are about to change.’‘This new scheme is more like the behaviour in a supermarket car park. Drivers know there are people around pushing shopping trolleys and so drive more cautiously. They are looking out. They don’t feel that  pedestrians are invading their space. They don’t therefore get annoyed.’Planners have also planted more trees to improve the ambiance and help delineate the pedestrian and traffic zones.



   

     

    
     

Shared space

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shared spaces The transport guru, John Adams of UCL, is a follower of the Dutch engineer Hans Monderman, progenitor of a traffic revolution. He stands conventional theory on its head. "Shared space assumes a road user who is responsible, alert and responsive to evidence of safety or danger." It assumes that the number of drivers who wish deliberately to run down strangers is minimal and uses the design of streets to help them not do so, mainly through ensuring eye contact. Most accidents occur when drivers are distracted by signs, notably traffic lights. "Shared space," says Adams, "deliberately creates uncertainty as to who has the right of way, letting road users work it out for themselves in a civilised fashion.“Pedestrian areas are distinguished from those to be used by vehicles by black iron drainage channel covers and raised and ribbed ‘corduroy-effect’ tactile strips. These also help warn blind and partially sighted people underfoot that they are moving into or out of vehicle-free areas. The markings run along each side of Exhibition Road, about four yards out from buildings helping to delineate the areas for pedestrians, and those for vehicles.Cars are slowed by a 20mph speed limit and planners expect traffic to reduce by nearly a third.Tall, sleek street lighting masts have been designed to complement the grand buildings of Exhibition Road.The continuously flat surface also improves access, particularly for those using wheelchairs, push chairs and motorised buggies. ’The psychology of this scheme is fascinating. Experience seems to show that when you dedicate space to traffic and control it with signs and green traffic lights, motorists develop a claim on it. It becomes ‘my space.’ Drivers become annoyed if people move into it.'They get angry if a mother pushing a buggy moves across the crossing just as the lights are about to change.’‘This new scheme is more like the behaviour in a supermarket car park. Drivers know there are people around pushing shopping trolleys and so drive more cautiously. They are looking out. They don’t feel that  pedestrians are invading their space. They don’t therefore get annoyed.’Planners have also planted more trees to improve the ambiance and help delineate the pedestrian and traffic zones.



   

     

    
     

Redesigned space

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prior to the works, the urban environs of Leicester Square no longer mirrored its international landmark status. Shabby with neglect, the space struggled to encourage the 250,000 people who pass through the square every day to linger in the area. At the physical heart of London’s West End, it functions as abeacon for entertainment and a destination in its own right with bars, clubs, cafés, restaurants and hotels. As the home of UK cinema and a flagship red carpet destination, the square also hosts major film premieres. To sustain this reputation, Westminster City Council committed to transforming Leicester Square. Westminster ran a design competition in 2007, with Burns + Nice ultimately being awarded the contract. During the development stages, there wassignificant involvement with local businesses and representative groups. This was followed up with weekly public drop-in briefing sessions, monthly meetings with key groups, a website detailing the planned works, and information displayed on construction hoarding – all coordinated through a dedicated communications  officer. The redesign of Leicester Square into a must-see destination presented an opportunity to consider the gardens, the square and the connector streets as one entity and create a coherent public realm that strengthens the identity of this part of the West End. Around the perimeter of the gardens, a curvilinear seating wall and shrub planting now extends the experience of the green square beyond  ts boundaries, while new lighting incorporated into the seating wall deters antisocial behaviour and makes the square more appealing after dark. The identity of the square is highlighted with dark granite, while the primary movement corridors adopt a lighter shade. The existing 19th century Shakespeare fountain was retained and features water jets around the statue. Along the building lines a consistent alignment of alfresco dining areas now appear, reinforced withconsistent edge treatments which again feature in the railings around the square. Legible London signage has been provided at key decision points.Vehicular access for loading is severely limited to times of day with the least visitors. The square’s makeover was completed in time for the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee and the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games. These revitalisation works have breathed new life into London’s West End, attracting a number of new businesses to the square by providing a flexible and contemporary space that works well for everyday use and for large red carpet functions.



What does the future hold for 
Pedestrians?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Header slide



   

     

    
     

How can we safeguard pedestrians? 

Enforcement
• Government

• Local councils

• Police

Engineering
• City Planners

• Road Engineers

• Car Makers

Education
• Pedestrians 

• Drivers

• Riders

We need a safe system where all involved work together

• Safer Roads
• Safer Vehicles
• Safer Road Users

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Safer RoadsIn delivering a Safe System the inherent safety and protective quality of road networks for the benefit of all road users, especially the most vulnerable (e.g. pedestrians, bicyclists and motorcyclists is essential. This is achieved through the implementation of road infrastructure assessment and improved safety-conscious planning, design, construction and operation of roads. Safer VehiclesEspecially in developed economies, the introduction of modern vehicle safety technologies has made a significant contribution to improved road safety. Modern cars are built with the ‘safe system’ concept central to their design, provided that they are driven within the limits of the environment (road, weather, traffic conditions etc) they are designed to withstand a crash.The most significant improvements in crashworthiness have been active safety systems such as stability control. Now autonomous emergency braking and other advanced driver assistance systems are further reducing the vulnerability of vehicle occupants and other road users.Safer Road UsersAny strategy needs a comprehensive programme to improve road user behaviour. Sustained or increased enforcement of laws and standards, combined with public awareness/education to increase seat-belt and helmet wearing rates, and to reduce drink-driving, speed and other risk factors is vital



   

     

    
     

• Humans will make mistakes, and the human body has a limit 
to which it can absorb crash forces without suffering injury. 

• Safety is a shared responsibility of all actors in a traffic 
system, not only that of a road user. 

• All elements of the road traffic system should come together 
in an integrate safety chain in which the elements will 
combine to prevent a crash, or at least prevent serious 
injury, even if one or more elements fail.

Safe Systems



   

     

    
     

What can we do to improve things?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tidy uplook to remove unnecessary road markings or broken furniture which is simple to clear up and will not damage the footway De-clutterrequires a more strategic justification for every individual piece of equipment in the street, with the presumption of removal unless a clear reason for retentionis givenRelocate or merge functionsAny remaining features should be rationalised to combine signage and lighting or better locate street furniture to fulfil its intended use Rethink traffic management optionsby considering user priority, changes to carriageway widths, or removal of traffic signalsRecreate the streetcomplete remodelling of the street may be suitable if a new set of objectives or character is desired, for example, by creating a shared surface. This approachis not suitable in all locations and requires extensive consultation



   

     

    
     

The future of pavements?

Are phone walking lanes coming 
to a pavement near you?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Huge scope for innovation 



Thank You

Rebecca Ashton
Policy and Research Campaigns Manager

Rebecca.Ashton@iam.org.uk
IAMRoadSmart.com
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Thank you
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